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The industrial development of the united
States lias been accompanied by attempts to restrain
the free play of competition through modern trust
moveraents.

The growing concentration of industry

added a new importance to the law on restraint of
trade, and considerable statutory regulation of
trusts were attempted*
Tills discourse deals with the organization
of busine 3 enterprises in the United states, their
practices in respect to coi^petition, and the
Statutory regulations of trusts prior to 1920.

It

does not embraee government regulation of all in
dustries as ouch, but is limited to feder 1 regula
tion through statutory enactments as an outgrowth
of the necessity to curb industrial activities,
competition and combination.

INTRODUCTION

a HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

England.

It was in England that the change

from the handicraft stage to the industrial stage
was most rapidly accomplished.

The change is generally

called the Industrial Revolution due to the sudden
and far-reaching transformation in economic, political,
and social life which resulted from the invention
of power machinery and the use of the factory system
in production.^
The factory system brought with it drastic
changes in practically all phases of life.

Following

the application of steam to manufacturing, a few
men — more wealthy or more enterprising than the
rest — brought high—priced machinery, employed
workmen and quickly out-distanced their conser
vative competitors who resisted the change.

Also,

there had grown up a class of enterprisers who
employed a number of men under one roof, who
owned the tools, bought the raw materials, and

^-diehard f. ly and George nay Winker, Elementary
Principles of .conomlca. {The iiacmillan Co.,
New Yori , 1926), p.53.
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dlsposed of the finished product.

hey and not

the workers possessed enough money to buy and use
the new aiachines.

Along with other wealthy men,

they set up buildings where power engines were
permanently installed.1

Under these conditions

the factory system grew arid supplanted the domestic
system*
The United states.

The rise of the United

States as one of the chief industrial and capi
talistic nations oecured after the civil war.
The demands of the war greatly stimulated factory
production, and the expansion of the railroads
pushed back the western frontiers, facilitated
the exploitation of rich natural resources and
made it possible for manufacturers to sell their
products in a national market to a rapidly in
creasing population.
Development of Industry.

The industrial

development of the United eta tea advanced slowly
up to the end of the ei^teenth century.

,ifter

that it gathered greater speed and momentum as
the development of the vast natural resources
was undertaken.

"The industrial growth of this

a

^-Carroll R. Daugherty, Labor problems in American
Industry. (The Dough tori Mifflin Co., Boston, 19153)
p.42.

nation, aa that of other nations, has been
accompanied by the use of machinery, by speciali
zation, division of labor, concentration, and
finally b^ an increasing degree of public control."1
Results of the Industrial Revolution.

Aa

the fhctory system supplanted the domestic system
a great upheaval in the economic order took place.
Traditional home industries, such as spinning,
weaving, the making of bread, and practically
everything else were taken over by fsetorles.

-die

family home lost its importance as a center of
economio production and men, wonen, and children
in large numbers followed the home industries into
the factories.
The problems which emerged from the factory
system are numerous.

so much so that a detailed

discussion of them is forbidden.

However, it may

be said that the early development of this stage
was characterized by; the reclassification of
society, the break-down of hone industries, growth
of factories, growth of cities, more elaborate
development of transportation facilities, expansive
^Louis Hay ells, Industrial History of the United
S t a t e s . (The Macmillan C o . , New York, 1 9 2 3 ) , p . V
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growth of markets, and the rising of intense
competition.
competition Among Industries.

Under the

gild system 1 of manufacturing for purely local
markets prices, as well as many other ele;aents
of industry, were largely regulated by custom or .
by law.

But with the growth of great markets

in the industrial stage all this was changed.
Factories corseted not for the trade of a single
city, but for that of a whole country or of the
world,

fhe producers were no longer neighbors

living in close friendly intercourse (as was the
eace in the domestic stage), but great hostile
businesses, often situated in different sections
of the country, frantically struggling to out do
the other.

As competition continued it became

so great that industries were killing one mother
and their existence depended upon the establishment
of harmonious operation which later led to in
dustrial combination.

Isee C. H. Dougherty, Lab. ?rob*s. pp.36-39

I. NECESSITY 0? R GULATING INDUSTRY

Growth of industrial Competition#

As

a whole, the struggle of competition had its good
results.

It was what men needed to stimulate their

energy and enterprise,

as the order progressed,

invention followed invention, business rapidly
oentered in places where it could be carried on
at the greatest advantage.

It was thought .hat

the state should not try to guide industry, but
that industry needed only to be left alone to
achieve its best results.
In 1865, industry in the United States
was still governed by the doctrine of laissezfaire.1 The controlling idea was that industry
and business needed no regulation by law, but
would regulate itself if left freely and without
interference to operate under the natural lav.s
of competition — of supply and demand.
The right of every man to direct his
industrial skill, his competitive powers, and
his business ingenuity in ways that would benefit
1I,.

R.

ells.

Ind. Hist.

p.£16.
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him regardless of others as long as he remained
within the letter of the law; In short, competition
was freely proclaimed as the nucleus of trade.
•he years from 1865 to 1896, were a period
of Intense competition.

Under the laws of un

hampered, unregulated competition men hastened to
exploit the natural resources.

It mattered not

*

whether their methods were economical or waste
ful, whether they were just or unjust, legal or
illegal, the government did not interfere,

the

iron regions of the Great Lakes, copper in the
western market district were rapidly absorbed.
The vast fields of coal and petroleum, the great
forests of the Upper Mississippi Valley, the Eouth
and the Far I est were seized upon for private
exploitation.

If the government Interfered at all,

it was only to assist in the process.

As in the

case of the Homestead Act (1862) which encouraged
men to press farther and farther into the prairies
for land.1
In the meanwhile, as population and wealth
increased, the struggle for the market became
more and more intense.
1.alter E. Spahr and Others. Economic rinolples
and Problems. (Farrar and Hinehart, iac., Hew
York, 1934), Vol. 1, p.182.
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Joapetition Among Large Industries.

Fiercer

competition took place as industrial units propressed and as more efficient transportation
facilities were developed.

Under elaborate systems

of transportation, competition ceased to be battles
for local markets, but a struggle for world mar
kets.

Competition among small industries was

riore or less composed of local battles and the
world as a whole was little affected*

It was the

struggle of the larger units which often resulted
in wide spread disaster. ^
Vast capital was becoming employed,being
drawn from thousands of homes.

Business enter

prises readily sold shares of stock, bonds and
securities to anyone willing and able to buy
them — foreigners, workers, business men and
business institutions.

In some Instances house

to house canvasses were conducted.

Great numbers

of men, women, and children were being engaged
and the lives of many people were affected.

Like

wise were other industries and banking institutions 1
involved in the general scrimmage.
"

•• ••

-

With the great

*

^Horace hite, loney and tanking.
Boston, 1914), Chap. XV.

(Ginu and Co.,

-Q-

expansion of business and the necessities of
finance a heavy strain was placed upon the money
market.1
Railroad Rate

ars.

The effects of the

intense competition was greatly felt by the rail
roads.

As the railroads expanded the real oom»

petition began.
wars.

There were great railroad-rate

Rates were reduced to such a low figure
.

.

.

*

,

:

«

•

that no road could continue without a loss,

cit

ing the experience of the trunk line railroads
between Hew York and C&loag<? as an example,
"Several railroads built from the Atlantic sea*•

board reached Chicago at about the same time,
and in order to get additional traffic they
began cutting rates,

AS they found their trains

less than half filled, they reasoned that by
cutting rates they could get more business with
out Increasing operating costs, and thus secure
a larger net revenue.

But everytime one rail•

>

*

road cut its rates, its competitor did likewise,
until the point was reached where a passenger
^Davis Rich )ewey, Financial History of the
United tates. (The Longmans, Oreen and Co.,
Hew york, 1928), p.477.
2Spahr and others,
con. Frln's £ Prob's. Vol.11,
pp.129-130.
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was carried from Jiew York to Chicago for twentyfive oents and a carload of wheat moved for a
dollar in the reverse direction."
The inevitable reault was that many weak
roads were forced to cease operating and were
taken over by stronger roads.
efforts to Eliminate Competition.

In order

to avoid the waste and destruction of competition,
there was a growing tendency of competitors getting
together and agreeing upon some for i of division
of work and profit,

consequently the idea of

operating together to one end ca Jo into being.
This idea, when practiced, began rapidly supplanting
competition.
The desired harmony among competitors was
accomplished in several ways-; notably by the
natural growth in the s iae of individual plants,
by the absorption of many weak concerns by a
single strong one, or by a combination of anta
gonistic companies,

-uring the years from 1870

to 1901, four principal sorts of agreements were
tried:

namely, pools, trusts, 'holding companies,

and industrial amalgociatlons.

*he important

legislative arid judicial proceedings instituted
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against these agree ients will be later referred to.
The pool was the first aril the commonest
method of restricting competition.

It was fried

most extensively on the railroads in order to
survive the disastrous competition .mioh threatened
to bankrupt all of the roads.
The most affective kind of railroad pool

i

was an agreement among the separate managements
(1) to maintain certain specific rates, (2) not
to compete tor business, and (5) to divide the
business or the revenues among the members in
accordance with the percentages agreed upon in
advance.
As the evils of discriminatory rates
(facilitated by pooling agree aunts) increased,
pools were outlawed by the Interstate commerce Act —
enacted by Congress in 1887.
Following the illegitimat ion of pools,

t

other methods of eliminating competition were tried.
The legal rainda of great industries were busily
occupied attempting to devise so me scheme which
would free business from the dangers of competition
warfare and could be so conducted as to evade the

lav*
Finally the trust was discovered far this
purpose*

Its purpose was to secure harmony and

cooperation among the different concerns which had
previously been competitors*

owever, the device
>

had hardly been created when legal proceedings were
instituted against them*

'hey were held illegal

by many state courts and were outlawed by congress
in the Sherman Anti-Trust Act.
Resulting from this act, the holding company
was resorted to.

This new expedient to restrain

competition consisted of the formation of a cor
poration authorized to buy and hold the stocks of
other companies.
In many instances, the desired harmony of
operation was brou^t about by the actual absorption
of various competing plants by a single organization.
Although they were known as trust they actually
owned the plants and conducted the financial and
industrial operation.

Instead of beiug trusts as

tney were known, they were in reality huge manu
facturers.
f

Although the various forms of industrial
combination tended to instill cooperation among

-13-

industries, there was a gro ing o ^position against
them.

This opposition became so greatly pro-

no miced that it later resulted in legislative action
against them.

14-

II. FEDERAL REGULATION

A. HARXX TRUST LEGISLATION
The industrial movement began to be viewed
with great concern by the people of the United
States as : (1) the natural resources were absorbed,
(2) monopolies tended to develop, (3) dishonest
methods were practiced, (4-.) corporations became
moire powerful and (5) attempted to openly evade the
law. A large majority of the people were coding
to the conclusion that something must be done to
regulate, control or prohibit the activities of
industry.
Interstate Commerce Act.

The beginning was

made with the railroads in 1885* when the United
States Senate appointed a committee to investigate
railroad discrimination. This investigation re
vealed (1) that unreasonable rates were charged
between points where there was little or no
competition; (2) that local rates were exceseivley
high as compared with the through rates; (8) that
discriminations were made in favor of certain
individuals and certain places at the expense of
others, (4) that rebates, drawbacks, and concessions
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to favorite shippers were uncommon; (5) that passes
were distributed to distinguished classes, and (6)
that capitalization was inflated and managements
were wasteful.

Largely as a result of this

investigation, Congress, in 1887, enacted the Inter
state costiiBrce Act, which was approved by the
President on February 4th, 1
The act of 1887, was designed principally
to prevent unreasonable and discriminatory rates
and practices. 2

For the enforcement and adminis

tration of Its provisions, a commission composed
of five members (later enlarged to eleven) was
ereated.

This commission, known as the Interstate

Commerce Commission, from time to time has had the
enforcement and administration of additional
legislative requirements with regard to interstate
commerce imposed upon it.
The Commission had the power to expose
unfair or unreasonable rates, prevent unfair prac
tices of companies doing an interstate express
business and was directed to prescribe the rules In
accordance with which the railroads should be paid
for carrying the mails and for all services by them
^Westel • illoughby, Principles of the Constitutional
Law of the United States'. (The Faker Voorhis and
Company, ;isw York, 1930]"» p.329
2I. T. Sharfaan, "Interstate Commerce Commission",
Encyclopedia of the 3oclal Sciences. (1932), Vol. 8,
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in connection with that. The commission was also
impowered to prescribe the manner in which the
interstate carriers shall keep and report their
accounts, and of making a valuation of railway
properties."*"
These and a great variety of other duties
and powers have been placed upon the commission,
tiuita a few of them have been reviewed by the
courts*
In interstate commerce commission vs
Illinois Central Railway Co., the court said,
"Beyond controversy, in determining whether an order
of the Commission shall be sustained or set aside
we am:t consider (a) all relevant questions of
constitutional power or right; (b) all pertinent
questions as to whether the administrative order
is wi ihin the scope of the delegated authority
under which it purports to have been made; and
<c) a proposition which we state independently,
although in its essence it may be contained in
the previous one, viz., whether even although the

llloughby, Erin's of Const. Law.

p.330
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ppder be In form within the delegated power,
.

i•

nevertheless it must be treated as not embraced
therein, because the exertion of authority which
is questioned has bean manifested in such a un
reasonable manner as to cause It in truth to be
within the elementary rule that the substance,
and not the shadow, determines the validity of
the exercise of the power. Plain as it is that the
powers just stated are of the essence of judicial
authority, and which, therefore, may not be curtailed,
and whose discharge may not be by us in a proper
ease avoided, it is equally plain that such perennial
powers lend i§s support whatever to the proposition
that we may, under the guise of exerting judicial
power, usurp merely administrative functions by
setting aside a lawful administrative order upon
our conception as to whether the administrative
power has been wisely exercised, ^ower to make
the order, and not :;he mere expediency or wisdom
of having made it, is the question."^Sherman Anti-Trust /;ct.

Hie opposition to

trusts crystallized in 1890, in the passage of the
Sherman \nti-Trust aot - July 2. '.ills Act was
designed to protect trade and commerce against un—
**• • Villoughby. Prints of the Const. Law, pp.335-336.

lawful restraints and raonapoiies.

lie first two

sections of this measure read as follows:
"See. 1.

j-very contract, combination in

the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, la
restraint of trade or oomnsreG among the several
States, or with foreign nations, is hereby declared
to be illegal*

Every person who shall make any

such contract or engage in any such combination or
conspiracy, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, on conviction thereof, shall be punished by
fine not exceeding five thousand dollars, or by
imprisonment not exceeding one year, or by both
said punishments, in the discretion of the court.
fee. 2.

Every person who shall monopolize,

or attempt to monopolize, or combine or conspire
with any other person or persons, to monopolize any
part of the oracle or commerce among the several
States, or with fbreign nations, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction there
of, shall be punished by fine not exceeding five
thousand dollars,, or by imprisonment not exceeding
one year, or by both said punishments, In the
discretion of the court.*
Section 3 makes the prohibition of restraints
of trade applicable within the Territories and
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Diatriot of 'Olumbia, and to commerce betwen them
and any

tate of the Union or a foreign state.
Section 4 gives jurisdiction to tho Circuit

Courts of the United States to prevent and restrain
violations of the act, and directs the sev ral
District Attorneys of the United States to institute
proceedings in equity to prevent and restrain such
violations, and specifically provides that the
courts may issue, in appropriate cases, restraining
orders or prohibitions, pending final decrees.
Section 5 provides for tie issuance of
subpoenas to bring before the courts the parties
provided against.
Section 6 provides that "any property
owned under any contract or by any combination, or
•

pursuant to any conspiracy mentioned in Section 1
of this :.ct, and being in the course of transportation
from one state to another, or to a foreign country,
shall be forfeited to

he United States, and may be

Bcized and condemned by like procee inga as those
provided by law for the forfeiture, seizure, and
condemnation of property ii^orted into the United
States contrary to law.*
eetlon 7 provides that "any person who shall
be injured in his business or property by any other

-20-

person or corporation by reason of anything forbid:en or declared to be unlawful by this \ot, may
sue therefor in any Circuit Court of the United
States in the district in which the defendant
resides or is found, without respect to the amount
in controversy, and shall recover threefold the
damages by him sustained, and the costs of the
suit, including a reasonable attorney's fee."
Seotion 8 of the aot declares that where
the words "person" ornpersons" are used in the act
they are to be deemed to include corporati ona and
associations existing under or authorized by the
laws of either the United States, a Territory, a
State, or any foreign country.1
Judicial Interpretation.

The "heman

Anti-Trust Act was carefully drawn by eminent
lawyers after due discussion and consideration.
However, it is worded in such general terms that
a deal of interpretation has been needed to make
its meaning applicable.

Much doubt has been expressed

over the relation of the second section concerning
"Monopoly" to the first section on "restraint of
trade."

Iwilloughby, grins, of

oust. Law

to.

pp.343-34- .
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The Federal Department of Justice has been
very active in prosecuting alleged violators of
the Sherman Law.

The first cases under the act

were not adequately drawn and perhaps not so vi
gorously prosecuted as of late.-*-

This was because

in the beginning, neither the law nor the trusts
werS so well understood.

Thus, the earlier applica

tions of the law are open to considerable criticism.
The first case decided by the Supreme Court
wa3 United States vs K. C« Knight Co.

In this case

the Government contended that the acquisition by the
American Sugar defining Company of the stock of the
E. C. Knight Co* and of three other independent
sugar refining companies of Pennsylvania was with
the object and effect of establishing a substantial
monopoly of the industry, and that the provisions of
the act of 1890 with reference to the monopolization
or combination or conspiracy to monopolize trade
and commerce among the States was violated inasmuch
as the product was sold throughout the oountry and
distributed among the States.

The court held that

the act did not extend to combinations, conspiracies
*Lewia '.. Ilaney, Business Organization .and omulnation.
(The Macnillan Go.', Hew *ork, 1926), p.420.

or monopolies relating to the raanufaeture of commo
dities, this being a field reserved exclusively to
the states#
It was not certain whether railroads saould
be incited within the scope of the act.

This
«

question was answered in the affirmative in the
Trans-.Missouri

reight .jBsoolatioa ease (1897) and
*

the Joint Traffic „,saeciat ion ease (1898).

her©

a majority of the supreme Court definitely refused
to consider the question of reasonableness of restraint
in interpreting the statute.
In the two oases ..opki;^ vs United states
and. Anderson vs United states (1898) it was held
that the operations of live-stook exchange was not
prohibited by the anti-trust law.

In tin. former,

it as hold that the exchange merely provided a
facility for interstate commerce, but ma not
itself engaged in s ^ch commerce, while the kind

oi oontract eondeiiuaeu by the act is one whose
direct and immediate effect is a restraint upon
that kind of cocimerce wnich is interstate.

In the

latter, the combination was held to regulate the
business itself, but not interstate commerce.

!.he

Addyaton

ipe and Steel Company* once

a member of t'ne Associated Pipe ;orks, was declared
illegal un er the

her .an

ot in the case of Addyston

Pipe and • teel no. vs United States (1899).

In this

case six companies, engaged in the manufacture and
sale of iron pipe, had formed a combination where
by competition in the sale of pipe throughout the
United

tates was practically destroyed.

**The court

declared that contracts between individuals or
corporations, that tend directly to restrain inter
state commerce are void and may be prohibited.1,1
The cases already mentioned and many others
greatly demonstrated the power of toe

law.

it is unnecessary to mention all of them.

However,
In view

of this fact only one more will be mentioned;
Standard Oil Company of hew Jersey at Al

TS

The

The

United States.
The government brought suit, November 15,
1906, against the

tandard uil comosny of New Jersey,

seventy subsidary corporations, and seven individual
dependants, oharging violation of the -herman Act.
The Circuit Court, November £0, 19 ,9, held that the
Standard Oil company was a combination in restraint
^iianey, 8uo. organ. & Comb, p.4Z6

of trade in violation of seetion one and a monopoly
in violi tion of section two.
[action one reads that;

"Every combination

in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy,
in restraint of trade or commerce among the several
states, or with foreign nations, is hereby declai'ed
to be illegal,

Avery person who shall make any

such contract or engage in any sudd combination or
conspiracy, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, on conviction thereof, shall be punished by
fine not exceeding five thousand dollars, or by
imprisonment not exceeding one year, or by both
said punishments, in the discretion of the court.' 1
section two reads as follows:
"Every person who shall monopolize, or
attempt to monopolize, or combine or conspire with
any other person or persons, to monopolize any part
of the trade or commerce among the several States,
or with foreign nations, shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof, 3hall be
punsihed by fine not exceeding five thousand dollars,
or by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or by
both said punishments, in the discretion of the court.
After charging that the standard Oil Co.
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was a violation of sections one and two, the bill
against thirty-three of the corporate defendants
was ordered dismissed, since it had not been proved
that they were engaged in the operation of the
combination.

,;ke Circuit Court thereupon issued a

decree which provided;^*
section 5.

.hat the Ltandard oil company,

its directors*, officers, agents, servants, and
employers are enjoined from voting any of the stock
in any of the thirty-seven companies named in section
two of the decree, and from exercising or attempting
to exercise any control or influences over the acts
of these subsidiary companies by virtue of its
holding of their stock — and the subsidiary companies,
their officers, etc., are enjoined from paying any
dividends to the standard oil company of New Jersey
and from permitting the latter- to vote any stock
in, or direct the policy of any of them*

But the

defendants are not prohibited by this decree from
the shares to union they are equitably entitled in
the stocks of the defendant corporations that are
parties of hie combination*
section 5*

That the defendants named in

^•liliot Jones, The Trust Problem in the United states*
(The Maoaillan Co*, hew fork, 1929), p»406
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section two of the decree, their officers, etc.,
are enjoined from continuing the combination
abjudged illegal, and from entering into any like
combination or conspiracy, the effect of which is or
will be, to restrain commerce in petroleum or its
products among the States, etc., or to prolong the
unlawful monopoly of such commerce possessed by
defendants, either (1) by the use of liquidating
certificates; by placing the control of any of
said corporations in a trustee; by causing its
stock or property to be held by others than its
equitable owners; or by any similar device; or
by (2) making any express or implied agreement
together, like that adjudged illegal, relative
to the control or management of any of said cor
porations, or the price terms of purchase, or of
sale, or the rates of transportation, of petroleum
or its products in Interstate or international
commerce, or relative to the quantities thereof
purchased, sold, transported or manufactured by
any of said corporations, which will have a like
effect in restraint of commerce to that of the
combination the operation of which is hereby
enjoined.
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Sectlon 7. The defendants named in section
two are enjoined, until the discontinuance of
the operation of the illegal combination from
engaging in interstate commerce •
Section 9.

?his decree shall take effect

thrity days after its entry if no appeal is taken
from it; and if no appeal is taken, it shall
take effect, unless reversed or modified, within
thirty days after the final decision of the supreme
Court upon appeal.
The Standard Oil Company, thirty-three
of the thirty-seven other corporate defendants
and the seven individual defendants at once appealed
to the Supremo Court.

The Supreme Court affirmed

the decree of the lower court except in certain
particulars.

It held, first, that the interests

involved were so vast that the defendants should
he allowed six months to carry out the decree
instead of only thirty days.

Second, it thought

that section seven of the decree might work serious
injury to the public, and should not have been
awarded.

And finally, the Supreme Court construed

section six of the decree as restraining the stock
holders or the corporations, after the dissolution
of the combination, from re-creating the illegal

88-

co&bination, but not as depriving them of the
power to make normal and lawful contracts or
agreements.

In ehort — section six was modified

to permit such lawful arrangements.

The modified

decree was affirmed* and the court below was
allowed to retain jurisdiction to the extent
necessary to compel necessary compliance in every
respect with its decree.
The importance of this decision lay not
In the dissolution of the companies, but rather
in the interpretation of ths law upon which the
decision was reached.

This Interpretation was

the so-called "rule of reason'-1.

Under this rule

the court held that the Supreme Law was not in
tended to prevent all combinations, contracts,
and the like were in restraint, of trade; hut that
it applied only to those that exercised an undue,
or unreasonable restraint.

xHaney,

iua. vivian, £ Point,

pp.48?-|g9
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After having reviewed several important
cases under the Sherman law, it is urgent that
other major legislative acts he mentioned.
Following the passage of the Sherman

ct

the United States Industrial Commission was
appointed to investigate trusts and monopolies.
In its preliminary report, early in 1900, it
recommended a more detailed supervision over
industrial c orporatiens engaged in Interstate
operations.
Bureau of Corporations.

In 1903, Congress

established the Federal Department of Coas&erce.
hithin this department the Bureau of Corporations
was set up, headed b3; a commissioner authorized
to make diligent investigations into the affairs '
of industrial corporations engaged in lateretate
or foreign commerce.

The Bureau made numerous

important investigations of the methods employed
by some of the greatest business organizations.
It had no restraining power;

its work was merely

that of finding out the facts.^

"'•Wells, Ind. Hist, p.429

•SO*

hann«Tlkln8 Act.

As an outgrowth of th©

exp rience and knowledge gained frort the various
Senate investigations, increased new legislation
resulted.

Outstanding among the federal laws

passed sine® the beginning of the t entieth
century have been the Slkins, the Hepburn, the ?*annElklns, and. the Kach Cunmlns Act.
'Ohe -Ik In a Act, passed In 1903, and the
Hepburn Act, passed in 1908 remedied sons® of the
defects of the Interstate Cosr-aree Act,
Hlkins Act laiposed a fine on railroad

Tnm

corporations

for charging anything but the published rats, and
likewise imposed a fine on shippers for paying
anything but the published hate.
IggfTSl

jade Cor.-1sal on -,ct.

A law

creating .a Federal Trad© "or?-las! on was passed
September 26, 1914.

'he federal !ot5 scion Act

declared "unfair wothods of competition* unlawful
and the Commission determines when unfair methods
are being employed and Issues the necessary orders
for their abandonment.
The CoralasIon' s powers of investigation
were intended to Bake possible a continuing public
check by an expert governmental body upon the
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opcration of the competitive system and to protest
that system from abuses by inviting the "curative
power of public opinion** antitrust law enforce
ment or added legislation-

The Commission was

empowered to "1uvastigate any corporation engaged
in commerce" except banks and eommon carriers*
and to ''require annual and special reports or answers
in writing to specific questions, furnishing it
such information as it may require as to the organi
zation, business, conduct, practices, management,
and relation to other corporations, oartnerships
and individuals,"1 it

was

also authorized to inves

tigate trade conditions in and with foreign
countries "which" may affect the foreign trade
of the United States," and upon direction of the
president or either branch of Congress to
"invest!gat© and report the facte relating to
any alleged violation s of the Artl-trust Acts
by any corporation."
In the field of law enforcermnt most of
the Commission's work has been predicated upon
the mandate to prevent "unfair metho'e of com-

*
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petition**

In defining "unfair method# of

competition* the Commiasion has been largely
controlled by the federal Judiciary*

The United

States Supreme Court has hsld that "it is for the
courts not the commission ultimately to determine
as a matter of law what they include,1
"In Federal Trade Commission re Graty it
was held that there was no basis for an order bv
the Commission, requiring a company selling cotton
ties and bagging to desist from refusing, to sell
ties unless the purchases would agree to buy from
it a corresponding amount of bagging as well,
there being no intimation that the conroany had a
monopoly of either ties or bagging or the

bllity

or intention to secure ens, and no averment that
the public was suffering any injury from the
practice or that competition had a reasonable
ground for coraplaint.

The court pointed out

that the words "unfpir method of competition,*
not being defined by the statute, it was not
within the province of the court and not of the
Goronission ulti ately to determine their exact
iKeeyer.

mar* So#* Sc. Vol* VI, p*167

-S3<4

meaning".3Clayton. Antitrust Act.

There was a general

opinion t at the prohibitions contained in the anti
trust act with reference to contracts, combinations
or conspiracies in restraint of interstate trad®,
end to the monopolying of such trade, were not
broad enough to include many practices ia the
business world which were opposed to sound public
policy and to constitute unfair competitive methods.
To meet these views, Congress* la 1914, enacted the
Clayton Act and. the Federal Trade Commission Act.
The provisions of the latter act have been given.
Ths Clayton Anti-trust Act 'Ms more than
an antitrust act in that certain elauses deal with
banks, others with railroads, others with labor
and labor organizations, and still others with
farcers* associations.*2
i

It declared illegal* {1} discriminations
in price between different purchasers "in case
it tended substantially to lessen competition
or create a monopoly,"3 {2) The "tying" agreement
"In case it tended substantially to least-

eompe-

*

7

t

Hi11 oughby. Prin* c of Const, haw Ttc.
Shells, Ind. Hist, p.440
3Ibid. p.441

p.380
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\

tition or create a monopoly," (3) the holding
by one corporation of the stock of another where
the effect would be "substantially to lessen
g

competition, restrain commerce, or create a monopoly."
Interlocking bank directorates were also restricted,
and the relations between railroads and industrial
concerns were curtailed. In short, the Clayton
Act is an attempt to compel a return of the old
ideals of free competition.
5

ebb Pomereno

xporters? Act. The »ebb-

Pomereue export Act of April 10, 1318, designed
to promote American export trade through the
legalization of export associations, is divided into
five sections.*' Section one i3 devoted to a defini
tion of certain terms used in the act.
section two provides that nothing in the
Sherman Act "shall be construed as declaring to be
illegal an association entered into for the sole
purpose of engaging in export trade and actually
engaged solely in such export rade, or sac agree
ment made or act done in the course of export

•^tVellS, JL'.I » list. p.441
2lbid. p.441
3Jones-, Trust Prob.
p.301.
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trade by such association, provided such associa
tion, agree i ©nt, or act is not in restraint of
trade within the United states, and is not in
restraint of the export trade of any domestic
competitor of such association:

And provided

further, That such association does not, either
In the united htates or elsewhere, enter into
any agree tent, understanding, or conspiracy,
or do any act which enhances prices within the
United States of commodities of the class exported
by such association, or which substantially lessons
competition within the United

tates or otherwise

restrains the trade therein.'
•ection three amende section seven of the
Clayton Act by providing that any corporation may
acquire all or part of the stock or other capital
of any company organized in accordance with the
terms of the nebb

ct, "unless the effect of such

acquisition or ownership may be to restrain trade
or substantially lessen competition within the
United , tates."
Section ib ur declares that the provisions
of the ' rade ;o amission Act with regard to unfair
methods of competition "shall be construed as
extending to unfair methods of competition used in
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export trade against competitors engaged in export
trade, even though the acts constituting such unfair
methods are done without the territorial jurisdic
tion of the United mates."
motion five provides that every association
organised under the act shall file with the federal
Trade commission a statement giving certain infor
mation, including the location of its offices, the
names and addresses of all its officers, stockholders
or members, and a copy of its articles of incor
poration or association, etc.

,ny association

failing to comply with these requirements is to
be denied the benefits of sections two and three
of the act, and to be subject to a fine of
per day to be recovered by the attorney
v .

A

100

eimral.

^timber of objections have arisen following

the pa sage of the Webb Act#
rt is feared that the export associations
authorize

by the

ebb Act may be us-d as a means

restricting competition in the domestic market#
Then there is a possibility that the AOt will pro
mote international combination, which is i'ar worse
'• an national co mjeroe in that practically every—
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thing v» ill b3 Incorporated.

...nother result of

the organization of export combine ions in the baited
States may be a further extension.of foreign ooiauinutiojis.

inally, there is dagger lest the pursuit

of trade by large groups will tend to upset the
"commercial peace* of the world.
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COKCUISIGH

The modern trusts were organized priiaarily
for the purpose of suppressing or restrictlug
competition, thereby securing monopoly prices
and profits.

To curb the practice of combination

among industries, Anti-Trust laws, that had as
their object the reiaoval of Impediments to the
free play of competitive forces, were enacted.
Under these statutory laws many Industrial com
binations and practices were outlawed, resulting,
however, in much court action which seemed to
test the constitutionality of the laws as they
relate themselves to Industrial activities.
How has all this legislative and judicial
agitation affected the problem?
In his book, The Trust Problem of the
United States, allot Jones mentioned that,
resulting from anti-trust legislation, "much has
been accomplished toward placing business on a
higher moral plane.

Fairer raethods of competition

in commerce have been promoted and the policy of
oppression of competition has been moderated.
Trusts have been dissolved into a number of poten-
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ttally competitive units, but the dissolutions are
often ineffective and competition continues to be
restrained despite the prohibition of the law.*1
Considering these facts, the chief concern
is achieving the purposes of the anti-trust laws —
the removal of impedimenta to the free play of com
petitive forces*

Continuing further he says that

"unfair methods of competition must be eliminated,"
and recommends (1) the reform of "our" corporation
laws by compelling corporations engaged in inter
state commerce to take out federal charters. This
would alleviate the situation somewhat, in that
there would be uniform corporation laws*

4a

matters stand today, the laws of one state are
nullified by the laws of another* (2) That the
monopolisation of natural resources must be revised,
trust dissolutions must be made more effective,
and the tariff must be reformed*

He admits that

it would require a far-reaching program, and says,
"yet it would appear that in no other way can Jhere
be secured a fair field for all and favors to none."®

xJones,

Trust ffrob* p»56£.
p.563.
3Ibid. p.253
2Ibid.
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Gilbert H«

ontague in his article.

Better Administration of Antitrust Laws, stated
that "there are aom obvious opportunities of the
ft*

anti-trust laws, Aether they be related or
whether they be made more drastic.He states
further that "competition has for generations
been the fundamental precept which we have accepted
in the regulation of business, and that the vitality
of the Anti-trust laws is due to the loyalty with
which they support that principle.*2

He believes

that better administration of the uati-trust laws
would render them far more effective.
V

In his article, How the Antl-trust Laws
Should Be Modified, J. Harvey Williams advocates
self regulation of industry, and believes that
"the government should not interfere with the way
business is transacted any more than with other
forms of collective human conduct not definitely
and actually proved to be contrary to public
interest*"3

He further states that "it is no

business of a national government to tell industria-

^Gilbert U. Montague, "Better Administration of Anti
trust Laws," The Annals of the American Academy of
Political and , ocia1 eiene'e. {January, 19.35) Vol,
165, p.55.
—
—
2Ibid. p.85
3J.Harvey Williams,"How the Antitrust Laws Should Be
Modified," The Annals of the jaarican Academy of
Political and social cience.(January,1933)Vol.165,p.76
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lists what they may or may not do.

But it is proper

for public authority to set up a standard auoh as
•unreasonable restraint of trade* and define its
methods.

<;

Following the combination movement, the
>

need for Federal legislation soon expressed itself.
*

The Sherman Anti-Trust Act was passed in 1890.
However, this Act was not very effectively enforced
during its early' existence, but was later streghtened
by several important decisions of the United States
Supreme Court.

later legislative iaeasures (Federal

Trade Commission, Clayton, and

ebb-Pomerene Acts),

vihieh tended to supplant the Sherman Act, were
enacted shortly afterward, but they too, proved to
be unable to completely master the situation.
Other acts have introduced more government
regulation of industry,

such Anti-Trust legislation

and court decisions of the Acts, together with the
recent developments under the New Deal, have re
flected to a considerable degree the change in public
opinion and official attitudes in regard to the trust
problem.

"However, It seems that some industries

Harvey illiams, "How the nntitrust Laws hould
Be ^Qdifled," The jamais of the raerionn Academy
of Political and social cience. (January, 1930}
vol. i65,
—

T.~rr.
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have ventured with their monopolistic practices
beyond the bounds of tolerance.

Ibis may in the

next few years provoke considerable litigation
leading to a more definite policy.* 1
The writer believes that industrial activi
ties should be regulated by the government when
ever audi activities infringe upon the veifare of
those concerned.

hether this rsgula tion be ad

ministered by anti-trust laws, by government agencies,
or by government control, the welfare of the masses
must be protected.
•i

•

.

E. W. Millard

^-Spahr an ! Otnei's,
p.210.

con. >rin f s and -rob's. Vol. i.
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